Abstract -We present a 2D gait analysis system which is completely markerless and extracts kinematic information by analyzing video sequences obtained from an RGB video camera. These properties make the proposed approach particularly suitable in medical contexts where visual gait observation is still a recognised procedure or the invasiveness and high costs of marker-based systems can not be afforded. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Clinical gait analysis aims at learning about a condition affecting different groups of patients or the effect of an intervention or a rehabilitation protocol [1] [2] . To this purpose, quantitative kinematic measurements such as joint angular rotations, are generally accomplished by means of devices (i.e. markers or electrogoniometries) applied on the subject during the movement execution [3] [4] [5] . These systems are particularly accurate and widely accepted by the medical community. In clinical practice, however, qualitative visual gait observation is still widely utilised because it is cost efficient, quick, and easy to use in comparison to devicebased gait analysis [6] [7] . Moreover, the device-free approach does not affect the function it is measuring: the walking performed with the presence of devices applied on the patients' skin, is not necessarily representative of their natural walking.
Computer vision has been recently involved into the design of specific systems for the device-free kinematic gait analysis by analysing image sequences from video cameras. Since the video processing approach does not rely on the use of markers, this research area has been addressed as "markerless" [8] . Some approaches found in literature are based on the visual hull reconstruction and an a priori 3D human model by using a large number of video cameras [9] We present a novel markerless method for a markerless gait analysis in the sagittal plane without human intervention. Our approach is silhouette-based and uses information on the human body anthropometric proportions for the estimation of the lower limbs' pose with good accuracy and low computational cost.
II. THE NEW METHOD
Our approach automatically processes video sequences gathered with a digital camera and extract the 2D joints' location and their angle trend over time.
Let I RGB (x,y,t ϕ ) be the RGB frame (of size RxC pixels) at time T=[t 1 , t 2 ,…,t ϕ ,…,t F ], where (x 1 ,y 1 ) is the top-left corner of the image. By applying a background subtraction method based on the threshold of the 3 components of the color space YUV [16] , the binary image S(x,y,t ϕ ) has been extracted. The pixels (x sil ,y sil ) containing the human silhouette have been selected as the object with maximum area [17] .
The lower limbs pose estimation algorithm is based on the proportions of the human body segments, following the results of anatomical studies [18] . Particularly, the vertical positions of hips, knees and ankles with respect to the silhouette height H are assumed in first approximation to be ( ) 
which includes the possibility of feet overlapping with y overlap : vertical coordinate where the set of correspondent horizontal coordinates x overlap belong to a single object larger than 0.02H pixels. Therefore, the right (l=1) and left (l=2) shins skeletons are defined by the pixels with coordinates 
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The procedure is applied for each frame in the subset
. In order to also be able to estimate α 1 and α 2 when the legs overlap, the extracted shins are labelled as "left" or "right" according to the following rationale without losing generalities: in t 1 the shin labelled as shin1 belongs to the right leg; the labels swap after the legs overlap. Subsequently, a 3 rd order polynomial interpolation of α 1 and α 2 has been applied and the knees angles are resolved during the whole video sequence. This choice has been determined experimentally and considering the spectral characteristics of human gait [20] . The upper legs orientation is also extracted at every frame T=[t 1 , t 2 ,…,t ϕ ,…,t F ] with a coarse to fine hips estimation procedure where at first, the hips position is achieved with coordinates [x' hip , y' hip ] =[x 1 +(x P -x 1 )/2, y' hip ]. Subsequently, the finer hips pose estimation is obtained with a linear approximation of the thighs by the straight line 
where y m shinl =min (y shin ) and x m shinl is the mean value of the correspondent horizontal coordinates. a' 1 and a' 2 are the slope of the straight lines that approximate the right and left edges of the positions of silhouette belonging to the thighs respectively. Therefore, the hip angles are γ l (t ϕ )=π-arctan[q l 1 (t ϕ )] at every frame t ϕ . Ultimately, the thighs are labelled as "left" or "right" in accordance with the corresponding shin labelling. Figure 1 shows the shins and thighs extraction procedure.
III. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
A quantitative validation of the proposed method for markerless gait analysis has been obtained in a virtual environment: synthetic video sequences (500x490 pixels, 30fps) of a humanoid walking for one gait cycle have been created with Poser 7® (by e-frontier) in order to provide the ground truth for validation purposes. 
